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The LIMPIA X is a frameless and direct distribution recessed 
luminaire that meets the highest cleanroom requirements 
with its LED technology. The luminaire is flush with the cei-
ling installation and meets the highest hygienic requirements. 
Thanks to its innovative design with magnetic catch, the glass 

surface contains no openings for screws and can also be 
mounted in the ceiling without gaps. The sunlight-like light 
with CRI97 enables excellent color rendering and promotes 
long-lasting concentration of the people in the room.

Limpia®  X  600 / 625 / 1200 / 1250

frameless, direct distribution LED cleanroom recessed 
luminaire
white powder-coated, disinfectant-resistant sheet steel 
housing
all-round concealed housing edge for installation in con-
cealed mounting rail construction
magnetically fixed ESG pane, secured opal pane (PMMA) 
for homogeneous light pattern
dimmable with DALI-DIM
replaceable LED mounting insert from clean room side 
mounting bracket as accessory

color of housing: RAL 9016
housing matching the different ceiling systems
yellow light possible
color rendering index also CRI 97
special dimensions and special constructions on request
invisible magnetic lock system
revision from the room side
easy cleaning and chemical resistance

Product no Light type

RR03-00154 LIMPIA 600 X GS-OS QLED2/840

RR03-00155 LIMPIA 600 X GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00111 LIMPIA 625 X GS-OS QLED2/840

RR03-00108 LIMPIA 625 X GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00158 LIMPIA 1200/2 X GS-OS QLED4/840

RR03-00159 LIMPIA 1200/2 X GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00162 LIMPIA 1250/2 X GS-OS QLED4/840

RR03-00163 LIMPIA 1250/2 X GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840 

LIKE REAL SUNSHINE.
ONLY BETTER.
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Limpia®    600 / 625 / 1200 / 1250

Application areas

- Hospitals
- Operating rooms
- Production facilities of the food industry
- Microelectronics and semiconductor production
- Pharmaceutical industry

Product no Light type

RR03-00112 LIMPIA 600 GS-OS QLED2/840

RR03-00113 LIMPIA 600 GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00156 LIMPIA 625 GS-OS QLED2/840

RR03-00157 LIMPIA 625 GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00160 LIMPIA 1200/2 GS-OS QLED4/840

RR03-00161 LIMPIA 1200/2 GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

RR03-00164 LIMPIA 1250/2 GS-OS QLED4/840

RR03-00165 LIMPIA 1250/2 GS-OS-MPS QLED2/840

Unlike the LIMPIA X, the LIMPIA has an additional frame 
around the pane, but the same electrical and lighting techno-
logy as Limpia X.
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Direct distribution LED clean room recessed luminaire. Sheet 
steel luminaire body manufactured in one piece, powder-coa-
ted in white, with all-round raised housing edge, for installati-
on in cut-out ceiling openings and concealed ceiling systems. 
Sheet steel frame with inserted glass pane and microprisma-
tic pane, attached to luminaire body with quick-release faste-
ners. Suitable for damp rooms, clean rooms with increased 
hygienic requirements. IP54 in the direction of the usable 

Dimensioned drawing

Technical data

space, IP40 in the direction of the ceiling cavity.

3-pole terminal block
special colors are available on request at extra cost
dimmable version (DALI-DIM) with 5-pole connection 
terminal available at an extra charge and on request

4119 lm
125 lm/W
33 W
100 %
80
4000 K
3
50.000 h
19,9 / 19,8

230 V / 50 Hz 
623 mm
623 mm
90 mm
613/611 mm
605 mm
603 mm
83 mm

Luminaire luminous flux
Luminaire luminous efficiency
System performance
Operating efficiency
Color rendering index RA
Color temperature
Color tolerance (MacAdam)
Lifetime
UGR

Voltage
Length-L
Width-W
Height-H
Ceiling cutout
EL
EW
EH

Product no:  22-0011208
Light type:  434RR OS QLED2 /840558RR03  343

IP54-40

Light distributor curve

C 180 C 180 
eta LB 100 %eta LB 100 % l[cd/1000 lm]l[cd/1000 lm]

C 270 C 270 C 0 C 0 C 90 C 90 

technical changes and errors excepted
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Direct distribution recessed cleanroom luminaire 434. Lumi-
naire body made of one piece of sheet steel, powder-coated 
in white, with all-round raised housing edge, for installation 
in concealed support rail construction (axial dimension 625). 
Sheet steel frame with inserted prismatic disc, attached to the 
luminaire body with quick-release fasteners. IP54 in the di-
rection of the usable space, IP40 in the direction of the ceiling 
cavity.

Dimensioned drawing

Technical data

3-pole terminal block
special colors are available on request at extra cost
dimmable version (DALI-DIM) with 5-pole connection 
terminal available at an extra charge and on request

4910 lm
149 lm/W
33 W
100 %
80
4000 K
3
50.000 h
18,6 / 19,1

230 V / 50 Hz 
623 mm
623 mm
90 mm
613/611 mm
605 mm
603 mm
83 mm

Luminaire luminous flux
Luminaire luminous efficiency
System performance
Operating efficiency
Color rendering index RA
Color temperature
Color tolerance (MacAdam)
Lifetime
UGR

Voltage
Length-L
Width-W
Height-H
Ceiling cutout
EL
EW
EH

Product no:  22-0011209 
Light type:  434RR PS QLED2 /840558RR03  343

IP54-40

Light distributor curve

C 180 C 180 
eta LB 100 %eta LB 100 % l[cd/1000 lm]l[cd/1000 lm]

C 270 C 270 C 0 C 0 C 90 C 90 

technical changes and errors excepted
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RR07  Teardrop

CRI 97 - sunlight-like light

Direct distribution surface mounted LED diffuser luminai-
re. Housing made of extruded aluminum profiles, white 
powder-coated, drop-shaped prismatic structural diffuser 
made of acrylic glass (PMMA). Tub front part made of clear 
acrylic glass. LED cover with yellow colored plastic disk.

3-pole terminal block
special colors are available on request at extra cost
dimmable version (DALI-DIM) with 5-pole connection
terminal available at extra cost and on request

Product no Light type

RR07-00005 6795 PR-OP 1 LED3 /840

RR07-00017 6795 PR-OP 1LED4 /840

RR07-00015 6795 PR-OP 1LED5 /840

RR07-00022 6795 PR-OP 1LED3 gelb /840

RR07-00011 6795 PR-OP 1LED4 gelb/840

RR07-00021 6795 PR-OP 1LED5 gelb/840

Based on the light spectra shown, the 
quality of an artificial light source – i.e. a 
lamp – can be recognized and explained 
very well. 

The spectrum of the sunlight-like CRI 
97 is almost congruent with the level of 
real sunlight. This makes it the best arti-
ficial light that humans have available to 
date. It enables us to work much better 
and more concentrated, to tire less and 
thus to avoid accidents. The accompa-
nying lifelike recognition of colors also 
offers new prospects in relevant indus-
tries such as medical laboratories, prin-
ting plants, etc.


